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Abstract
Multistable stimuli offer the possibility to investigate visual awareness, since they evoke spontaneous alternations between different
perceptual interpretations of the same stimulus and, therefore, allow to dissociate perceptual from stimulus-driven mechanisms. In the
present study, we used an ambiguous motion paradigm and compared endogenous reversals of perceived motion direction which occur
spontaneously during constant ambiguous stimulation with exogenous reversals that were induced externally by changes of stimulation.
Contrasting the two conditions allowed to investigate processes that trigger endogenous reversals, since the related activity should be
absent in the exogenous reversal condition. We employed ambiguous dot patterns which can easily be transformed to present two stable
motion directions in order to induce exogenous pattern reversals. Whole-head MEG was recorded from 10 subjects. We analyzed
event-related fields (ERFs) and oscillatory activity in the alpha and gamma ranges. The results showed P300-like slow waves in response
to both endogenous and exogenous reversals reflecting the conscious recognition of pattern reversals. Analyses in the gamma-band did not
reveal any significant modulations. The alpha activity showed different time courses for endogenous and exogenous reversals. While the
exogenous alpha activity decreased in temporal relation to the pattern reversal, the endogenous alpha activity displayed a continuous
decrease starting in the time interval preceding the reversal. This time course of the endogenous alpha activity is consistent with a
bottom-up approach to figure reversals, since it reflects a process of destabilization of the actual percept until a switch of visual awareness
occurs.
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1. Introduction been intensively studied recently [40,55]. The most prom-
ising approach to date in studying visual awareness has
After decades of actively ignoring the problem of been to use experimental paradigms in which physical
consciousness, scientists of many persuasions are finally stimulation and behavior are held constant, but perception
beginning to work on it. Especially the search for neural changes [54]. Exactly this is the case with so-called
correlates of consciousness has received considerable ambiguous or multistable stimuli, since they induce
interest, since modern neurobiological techniques offer a spontaneous alternations between different perceptual in-
new perspective on this issue for cognitive neuroscience. terpretations of the same stimulus and, therefore, allow to
Visual awareness is considered to be a favorable form of dissociate perceptual from stimulus-driven mechanisms.
consciousness to study neurobiologically [11], and has Multistable visual phenomena consist of at least two
types. One type of multistability is represented by classical
ambiguous figures like the well-known Necker cube,
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nates from presenting the two eyes with incongruent with perceptual alternations by means of EEG or MEG
stimuli leading to binocular rivalry, such that perception providing high temporal resolution. In an EEG study,
alternates between each monocular view. gamma-band activity (30–50 Hz) was analyzed during
During the past decade, most of the studies using unstable (reversal phase) and stable (non-reversal phase)
multistable patterns to investigate visual awareness have perceptual states while subjects continuously observed an
concerned the phenomenon of binocular rivalry. An inten- ambiguous motion paradigm [4]. The results demonstrated
sive research was conducted with a variety of methods enhanced gamma-band activity compared to spontaneous
including single-cell electrophysiology EEG, especially over right frontal areas during the reversal
[14,37,38,42,57,59], electro- and magnetoencephalography phase, indicating a functional role for gamma activity in
(EEG/MEG) [10,25,61,71,73], neuroimaging figure reversals. More recently, the time course of the
[44,45,53,70,69], and psychophysical studies standard EEG frequency bands was measured during
[8,16,33,36,41]. A recent review on this issue is given by perceptual reversals between motion directions using the
Blake and Logothetis [7]. Most of these rivalry studies same ambiguous motion paradigm as in the study men-
were more or less directly concerned with the question, at tioned above [46]. This study showed that perceptual
what level of visual processing rivalry ‘occurs’. Accord- alternations were preceded by a decrease of EEG fre-
ingly, the above mentioned neurophysiological studies quencies (reflecting a vigilance decrease), and followed by
analyzed neuronal activity that follows the changing a frequency increase (reflecting an arousal reaction). The
percepts rather than the constant retinal inputs. frequency decrease before the reversal was due to de-
However, another interesting issue to study with multist- creased activity in the theta- and alpha-bands. Recently,
able patterns is the neuronal mechanism which triggers the alpha activity decrease in EEG has been reported also
spontaneous fluctuations in awareness. For this kind of during perceptual reversals of the Necker cube [23]. As
analysis, one has to focus on activity that precedes the demonstrated by these EEG studies, the alpha and gamma
perceptual transitions, rather than on activity associated frequency bands seem to be functionally related to figure
with each of the perceptual states. Functional magnetic reversals.
resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to investigate brain The main purpose of the present study was to define
activity related to the subjects’ perceptual alternations more specifically the functional roles of the alpha- and
during binocular rivalry and during a control condition of gamma-bands during perceptual alternations with ambigu-
non-rivalrous perceptual changes [44]. Greater activation ous figures. We used MEG recordings of healthy subjects
during rivalrous perceptual transitions compared to the while they observed a reversible motion paradigm based
control condition was found in extrastriate visual area 19 on apparent motion. We compared endogenous reversals
and frontoparietal regions of the right hemisphere. Using which occur spontaneously during constant ambiguous
classical ambiguous figures, a relation between event- stimulation with exogenous reversals that were induced
related hemodynamic activity and perceptual reversals was externally by changes of stimulation. Contrasting the two
provided by another fMRI study [27]. This study compared conditions allowed us to investigate processes that trigger
perceptual transition-related fMRI signals with those ob- endogenous reversals, since the related activity should be
tained during periods of perceptual stability within the absent in the exogenous reversal condition. According to
same experimental session. Transiently increased activity the above mentioned EEG studies on alpha activity
during perceptual reversals was observed bilaterally in [23,46], we hypothesized that a decrease of alpha activity
ventral occipital, intraparietal, and some frontal areas. preceding perceptual reversals reflects a mechanism of
These increases of activity were accompanied with tran- destabilizing the actual percept which is specific for
sient deactivations in primary visual cortex and the poste- endogenous pattern reversals. This alpha activity decrease
rior thalamus. The authors concluded that the distribution might be accompanied by an increase of gamma activity
of activations during perceptual reversals reflect an inti- [4]. We further hypothesized the occurrence of transient
mate linkage of perceptual and attentional processes in the gamma activity during both endogenous and exogenous
dynamic of metastable visual awareness, whereas the pattern reversals since the transition from one conscious
deactivations in primary visual cortex and thalamus could experienced percept to the other is related to the binding of
reflect a functional contribution to perceptual stability and a new percept which is known to be mediated by gamma
the temporary absence of a clear-cut winner in the rivalry oscillations [26,68]. Therefore, it should make no differ-
between two percepts, respectively. ence whether the binding of the other motion direction is
Although these fMRI studies have been extremely useful induced by endogenous or externally induced perceptual
in identifying the brain regions that are activated or reversals. Similarly, it has been shown previously that
deactivated during perceptual reversals, information about gamma activity does not differentiate between feature
the temporal dynamics underlying multistable perception binding of real or illusory triangles [67].
remained limited due to the relatively low temporal In addition to analysing the alpha and gamma activity,
resolution of fMRI measures. Therefore, it is worth we also measured event-related fields (ERFs) in response
investigating the time course of brain activity associated to the endogenous and exogenous pattern reversals. In
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previous EEG experiments, it could be shown that endog- ous vertical motion. Changing the presentation between the
enous pattern reversals induce a slow positive wave while two unambiguous patterns HL/HR and VT/VB led to an
continuously viewing an ambiguous motion display [5,64]. externally induced (exogenous) reversal of perceived mo-
Therefore, the occurrence of similar components was tion direction that closely mimics the spatial / temporal
expected also for the MEG recordings of the present study. conditions of the ambiguous change of motion direction.
A comparison of the ERFs in response to endogenous Each dot subtended a visual angle of 0.238 (4 mm) and
reversals and externally generated pattern reversals al- their horizontal and vertical distance was 1.728 visual
lowed us to estimate the time of reversal which determines angle (3 cm). Dots were presented in white on a black
the relevant time interval to search for alpha and gamma background. The screen was placed 1 m in front of the
activity reflecting the initiation of a reversal. subjects. For the ambiguous motion display, the stimuli A1
and A2 were presented successively for 165 ms each with
an inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) of 85 ms. Thus, each single
2. Methods stimulus (A1 vs. A2) was shown every 500 ms, leading to
a repetition rate of 2 Hz during continuous presentation.
2.1. Subjects The same timing was used for the unambiguous horizontal
(HL, HR) and vertical (VT, VB) motion display.
Ten subjects with a mean age of 22.3 years (ranging
from 18 to 24 years, four female) participated in the study. 2.3. Experimental procedure
One subject had to be excluded from alpha analysis due to
excessive alpha activity probably caused by low vigilance. The experiment was performed in four sessions. Session
All subjects were right-handed (laterality index 90–100 1 served as a training session in order to make the subjects
according to the Edinburgh handedness test) and had familiar with the ambiguous motion display and to obtain
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They showed no their individual reversal rates. MEG was not recorded.
signs of neurological or psychiatric disorders and all gave Stimuli A1 and A2 were presented successively. In ses-
written informed consent. sions 2 and 3, MEG measurements were performed using
the exogenous pattern reversals HL and HR for horizontal
2.2. Stimuli and VT and VB for vertical motion, respectively. Subjects
were instructed to either count silently (session 2) or press
Fig. 1 shows the stimuli used to generate the endogen- a button (session 3) in order to reveal the influence of
ous and exogenous changes of apparent motion directions. motor activity on ERFs. Furthermore, the ERFs in re-
Presenting stimuli A1 and A2 successively resulted in the sponse to the exogenous pattern reversals obtained in
perception of apparent motion of two dots either in sessions 2 and 3 were used to estimate the time of reversal
horizontal or in vertical direction. During prolonged ob- for the ambiguous pattern, which was presented in session
servation of this display with sight fixation spontaneous 4 where A1 and A2 were again presented. A more detailed
reversals between vertical and horizontal motion directions description of the sessions is given below. The order of
occur—a phenomenon known as ‘stroboscopic alternative sessions was kept constant across subjects.
motion’, which has been studied frequently in the context During all sessions, subjects were instructed to fixate a
of EEG and multistable perception [4,5,46,62,64]. To little cross in the center of each display.
induce an exogenous pattern reversal between vertical and
horizontal motion, the spatial arrangement of the dots was 2.3.1. Session 1
modified. Successive presentation of stimuli HL and HR in In session 1, subjects perceived ambiguous changes in
Fig. 1 led to the perceptually stable impression of horizon- motion direction and were instructed to silently count how
tal motion, while stimuli VT and VB produced unambigu- often a change of perceived motion direction occurred.
Fig. 1. Ambiguous motion perception was induced by alternating the two stimuli A1 and A2. The unambiguous horizontal motion was generated by an
alternating presentation of the two stimuli horizontal-left (HL) and horizontal-right (HR). Alternation of vertical-top (VT) and vertical-bottom (VB)
produces unambiguous vertical motion. ‘1’ served as fixation mark.
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Session 1 lasted 5 min. This session of the experiment was 2.3.4. Session 4
intended to reveal the individual reversal rate of each Stimuli were identical to those in session 1, but subjects
subject in order to subsequently adjust the number of were instructed to signal every reversal of perceived
pattern reversals in the exogenous sessions. This procedure motion direction with a button press since the endogenous-
is required, because the reversal rate varies remarkably ly induced reversals cannot be observed directly. The
across subjects [9,46]. Accordingly, the individual ISI and assignment of hand of response to perceived change of
the temporal probability of the critical event (reversal) motion direction was identical to session 3. This session
differ across subjects which is known to affect cognitive lasted 15 min. The comparison of sessions 3 and 4 was
brain potentials in classical ‘oddball’ studies [12,13,52,65]. intended to reveal differences in brain activity between
Additionally, it was shown recently that the reversal rate is stimulus-driven (exogenous) and self-generated (endogen-
a critical variable for the amount of gamma activity during ous) pattern reversals (see Table 1 for an overview).
multistable perception [62,63]. Thus, ISI and probability of
reversals should be kept approximately constant across 2.4. Data acquisition
sessions for each subject (as described in the next section).
MEG was recorded continuously with a BTI 148
channel whole-head system (MAGNES WHS 2500). MEG2.3.2. Session 2 data were sampled at 678.168 Hz (on-line 0.1 Hz analogIn session 2, subjects viewed the externally induced high-pass and 200 Hz low-pass filtering). Horizontal andpattern reversals between vertical and horizontal motion
vertical EOG was registered with four additional EEGdirections during 10 min of presentation time. They were
electrodes.instructed to silently count the changes of motion direction Subjects’ head positions were recorded via five electricin order to rule out the effects of motor activity. The
coils before and after each session to control for head
number of exogenously generated pattern reversals was
movements. If any of the coils coordinates (x, y, or z)
adapted from the perceived endogenous changes in motion
moved more than 5 mm, the recording was repeated anddirection from session 1. In order to generate exogenously data of that session were rejected.determined reversals that correspond to the individually
varying reversal rates of session 1, we computed 10 2.5. Data analysisdifferent stimulation sequences with mean reversal rates of
5.0, 5.2, 5.8, 6.4, 7.4, 9.0, 10.4, 12.4, 16.0 and 20.2 2.5.1. Rejection of artefacts
reversals per minute. The time intervals between changes All MEG epochs were first automatically and then
of motion direction were randomized. Each subject was
manually inspected for artefacts and rejected if eye-move-
exposed to a sequence of exogenous pattern reversals
ment artefacts or sensor drifts were detected. For automatic
which corresponded best to their individual reversal rate, detection, we computed the standard deviation in a moving
as obtained in session 1.
time window and epochs were rejected if a threshold was
exceeded. EOG electrodes and MEG channels were
2.3.3. Session 3 checked with thresholds of 30 mV and 1100 fT, respective-
In session 3, the identical stimulus presentation as in ly. Window sizes were 200 ms for EOG and 3 s for MEG.
session 2 was repeated, but subjects were asked to press a
button whenever a change of perceived motion direction 2.5.2. ERFs (stimulus-locked vs. response-locked
occurred. Half of the subjects were instructed to press a averaging)
button with their left index finger when the perceived In session 2, subjects were instructed to silently count
motion direction changed from horizontal to vertical and the exogenous changes of motion direction. MEG epochs
with their right index finger in the opposite case. were computed stimulus-locked from 100 ms prior to the
The other half of the subjects was instructed oppositely. exogenous reversal of motion direction until 700 ms after
The contrast of the effects in sessions 2 and 3 offers the (forward-averaging). Baselines were computed for the time
possibility to control the influence of motor activity related interval 500 ms prior to the exogenous reversal where a
to the button press. constant motion direction was perceived.
Table 1
Overview of sessions and investigated effects
Sessions Pattern reversal Investigated effect
1 Endogenous Individual reversal rates
2 vs. 3 Exogenous Motor activity
3 vs. 4 Exogenous vs. endogenous Activity specific for endogenous reversals
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In session 3, subjects were instructed to press a button in 250 ms after, i.e., response-locked analyses were per-
response to the exogenous pattern reversals. Therefore, formed. This long interval of 2000 ms prior to the button
both stimulus-locked and response-locked averaging was press was chosen in order to include possible processes of
possible. For a comparison with session 2, averaging perceptual destabilization prior to the reversal which were
epochs and baselines were computed in the same manner hypothesized to occur in the alpha-band. The gamma-band
as described for session 2, i.e., stimulus-locked (forward- was analyzed in a shorter time interval of 21000 to 0 ms
averaging), while the data were averaged response-locked (button press) during which binding-related activity was
to the button-press (backward-averaging) for a comparison expected.
with session 4. Furthermore, session 3 allowed a com-
parison between stimulus-locked and response-locked
averaging of the same data set. Evaluating the influence of 2.5.5. Statistical analysis
response-locked averaging on the ERF morphology is In order to avoid a loss of statistical power that is
important for a comparison with the ERFs obtained in inherent when repeated measures analyses of variance
session 4, because backward-averaging with the button (ANOVAs) are used to quantify multi-channel physiologi-
press as reference creates a remarkable jitter due to cal recordings [48], sensors were pooled to four topog-
subjects’ varying reaction times [22]. raphical regions of interest (ROIs). The regions included
In session 4, the perceived change of motion direction is the following sensors (cf. Fig. 2): left anterior region
generated endogenously, i.e., no external event indicates (LAR): A4, A5, A6, A15, A16, A17, A18, A31, A32, A33,
the exact time of a perceived change. Therefore, a re- A34, A35, A51, A52, A53, A54, A55, A72, A73, A74,
sponse-locked analysis of the time interval preceding the A75, A76, A77, A95, A96, A97, A113, A114, A115,
button response (backward-averaging) was applied in order A131, A132. Left posterior region (LPR): A7, A8, A19,
to analyse the reversal related activity. Averaging epochs A20, A21, A36, A37, A38, A39, A56, A57, A58, A59,
lasted from 1000 ms before the button press until 500 ms A60, A78, A79, A80, A81, A82, A98, A99, A100, A101,
after. Baselines were computed for the time interval of 500 A102, A103, A116, A117, A118, A119, A120, A121,
ms before these epochs, i.e., from 21500 ms until 21000 A133, A134. Regions over the right hemisphere included
ms with respect to the button press. The reported baselines the homologous electrodes. For statistical analyses root
were computed and subtracted prior to computing the mean square (RMS) values of ERF amplitudes were
averaged ERFs. All ERFs are displayed after 25 Hz low- pooled across the sensors in each of the ROIs. The use of
pass filtering to reduce noise in the signals. RMS values avoids effects due to the bipolar fields
generated by each dipole which is inherent in MEG
measurements.
2.5.3. ERFs (estimating the time of reversal) All effects with more than two degrees of freedom in the
As mentioned above, the endogenous pattern reversals numerator were adjusted for violations of sphericity which
can only be observed indirectly by the subjects’ motor are inherent in repeated-measures analyses and Green-
response. In the present study, we were able to estimate the house–Geisser epsilons were used to compute the P values
time of the endogenous reversals by a comparison with the [15].
exogenous pattern reversal conditions. One possibility is to
take the mean reaction time (RT) obtained in session 3 as
the estimated time interval between endogenous reversal
and button press in session 4. However, as a more direct
measure of this time interval, we used the mean peak
latencies of the ERFs in response to the externally gener-
ated pattern reversals. Since the exogenous pattern rever-
sals of session 3 allowed precise stimulus-locked averaging
as well as response-locked averaging, we chose the ERF-
latencies of this session to estimate the time of reversal in
session 4.
2.5.4. Oscillatory activity
In order to compute the total oscillatory activity (the
sum of evoked and induced activity) for individual fre-
quencies, we applied a wavelet-based time-frequency
analysis [18,20].
The time intervals in which the alpha activity was
analyzed lasted from 2000 ms before the button press until Fig. 2. Location of the 148 sensors as viewed from above (nose at top).
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Table 2 Table 3
Individual reversal rates in reversals per minute Reaction times (RTs) for reporting the perceived reversals of motion
direction in session 3 with the left and right hand, respectivelySubject Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
Subject H⇒V RT left (ms) RT right (ms)1 10.8 (10.4) 10.4 (0%) 9.7 (6.7%) 8.7
2 9.0 (9.0) 8.8 (2.2%) 8.8 (2.2%) 6.4 1 R 465 466
3 11.6 (12.4) 13.6 (9.6%) 12.3 (0.1%) 11.1 2 R 646 559
4 9.4 (9.0) 10.2 (13.3%) 10.3 (14.4%) 7.3 3 L 447 430
5 7.4 (7.4) 8.2 (10.8%) 7.3 (1.4%) 10.7 4 L 587 627
6 12.0 (12.4) 12.3 (0.1%) 12.5 (0.1%) 9.7 5 L 525 486
7 5.6 (5.8) 5.1 (12.1%) 6.1 (5.2%) 9.3 6 R 533 573
8 13.0 (12.4) 12.3 (0.1%) 12.3 (0.1%) 18.1 7 R 663 514
9 4.6 (5.0) 4.8 (4%) 5.0 (0%) 5.2 8 R 535 540
10 1.0 (5.0) 4.8 (4%) 4.9 (2%) 2.3 9 L 606 668
10 L 581 560
Mean 8.4 (8.9) 9.0 (5.6%) 8.9 (3.2%) 8.9
Mean R/L 559 542For session 1, the corresponding exogenous stimulation sequences as used
for sessions 2 and 3 are given in parentheses. For sessions 2 and 3 the An ‘R’ or ‘L’ in column ‘H⇒V’ indicates which hand a subject had used
percentual errors are given in parentheses. to report a perceived reversal from horizontal to vertical motion.
3. Results revealed no significant RT differences between subjects
[F(9,9)54.09, P50.29]. Furthermore, we found no corre-
3.1. Behavioral results lation between RT (averaged across both hands from
session 3) and reversal rate (Pearson’s r50.06), which is
Table 2 displays the individual reversal rates of the 10 consistent with a recent study [46] employing a similar
subjects in reversals per minute obtained with the ambigu- version of the ambiguous motion display as used in the
ous (sessions 1, 4) and unambiguous (sessions 2, 3) present study.
patterns. For session 1, the exogenously generated stimulus
sequences which corresponded best to the individual 3.2. ERFs
reversal rates are given in parentheses (see Section 2.3.2).
These stimulus sequences were subsequently presented in 3.2.1. Steady-state fields
sessions 2 and 3 for which the percentual errors are Oscillatory visual stimulation results in so-called steady-
indicated in parentheses as computed from the difference state responses of the visual cortex reflecting the frequency
of presented to perceived reversals. Since in session 2 the of stimulation [17,60]. Fig. 3 shows the steady-state ERFs
subjects silently counted the exogenous pattern reversals, from session 4 evoked by the two stimuli A1 and A2
false positives and misses could not be differentiated. For which constitute the ambiguous pattern (cf. Fig. 1). Each
session 3, false positives and misses were collapsed. More of these two stimuli is presented for 165 ms followed by a
errors were made in the silent-counting (session 2) than 85 ms blank screen. Accordingly, the presentation rate of
button-pressing task (session 3). As can be seen from the display is 4 Hz—leading to a 4 Hz steady-state
session 4 in Table 2, the reversal rates differed remarkably response.
across subjects. The range of reversals per min in session 4
was between 2.3 (subject 10) and 18.1 (subject 8) with an 3.2.2. Comparison of sessions 2 and 3
overall mean of 8.9 reversals per minute. This corresponds Fig. 4 shows the stimulus-locked ERFs in response to
to a range of mean reversal times per minute (i.e., mean exogenous changes of motion direction for sessions 2 and
time intervals between reversals) from 26.1 s to 3.3 s with 3, i.e., without and with a button press, respectively. A
an overall mean reversal time of 9 s. Despite the overall P300-like peak occurs shortly after 500 ms with similar
variability of the reversal rate, the procedure of fitting the latency and wave form for both the silent-counting and the
individual reversal rates for endogenous and exogenous button-pressing response. An ANOVA over the RMS
changes in motion direction was successful, as indicated values for the time interval around this peak (500–550 ms)
by the relatively constant reversal rates for each subject with the factors response-type (count, button), topography
across sessions in Table 2. (anterior, posterior) and hemisphere (left, right) yielded a
Table 3 displays the RTs of the 10 subjects separated by significant interaction of factors topography and response-
hand of response as obtained in session 3. The overall type [F(1,9)55.16, P,0.05]. Post-hoc comparisons re-
mean RT was 550.6668.5 ms. vealed higher RMS values in response to button presses as
An ANOVA with factors hand (left, right) found no compared to silent-counting in anterior regions [F(1,9)5
significant differences between response times of the left 6.41, P,0.05], indicating that motor activity related to the
(559 ms) and right hand (542 ms): F(1,9)50.67, P50.43. button press enhances this component. However, the
A further ANOVA with the factor subject (10 subjects) striking similarity of this component between sessions
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Fig. 3. Grand average ERFs in response to the two stimuli A1 (dotted) and A2 (solid) which constitute the ambiguous pattern. The sensors are located over
left (A118) and right (A125) occipital cortex.
Fig. 4. Grand average ERFs in response to exogenous change of motion direction for silent-counting in session 2 (dotted) and button-pressing in session 3
(solid) for two anterior sensors over the left (A96) and right (A111) hemisphere (stimulus-locked averages). The vertical line (BP) indicates the
button-press as estimated from the overall mean RT of 550 ms. Time of reversal (TOR) is at 0 ms.
(especially at sensor A96) in relation to the button-press tion with the estimated time of reversal (indicated by the
(indicated by the vertical line in Fig. 4) indicates that vertical line). For session 3, the P300-like peak 500 ms
premotor activity did not contribute substantially to the after the exogenous reversal in Fig. 4 corresponds to the
exogenous pattern reversal-related component in session 3. peak at approximately 150 ms prior to the button response
in Fig. 5 (button press is at 0 ms in Fig. 5). However, there
3.2.3. Comparison of sessions 3 and 4 is a remarkably different morphology of the component
Fig. 5 shows the response-locked grand average ERFs following the exogenous pattern reversal dependent on
for endogenous and exogenous reversals of motion direc- whether the averaging was stimulus-locked or response-
Fig. 5. Grand average ERFs in response to endogenous (session 4, dotted) and exogenous (session 3, solid) changes of motion direction. The sensors over
the left (A79) and right (A87) hemisphere show a slow potential preceding the button-press response (BP at 0 ms; response-locked averages). The vertical
line (TOR) indicates the time of reversal as estimated from the mean RT of exogenous pattern reversal obtained in session 3.
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over the left (58 fT) than over the right hemisphere (42
fT), while this was not the case for responses to exogenous
reversals (left: 67 fT, right: 68 fT).
3.3. Oscillatory activity
3.3.1. 40 Hz (gamma)
Fig. 6 shows the topographical distribution of the total
gamma activity for endogenous and exogenous pattern
reversals. The generators for gamma activity in response to
Fig. 6. Topographical distribution of the grand average total gamma endogenous and exogenous pattern reversals turned out to
activity in the time interval 21000 to 2100 ms before the response be very similar, since the topographical distribution was(without baseline correction).
much the same. An ANOVA was performed for the total
gamma activity with factors reversal-type (exogenous,
locked, indicating an increased jitter of the perceptual endogenous), topography (anterior, posterior), hemisphere
reversal-related activity when averaging backwards from (left, right), and time window (10 time intervals of 100 ms
the motor response. The endogenous reversal-related com- each preceding the button press). According to the esti-
ponent in Fig. 5 shows a morphology similar to that of the mated time of reversal, binding-related gamma activity
exogenously generated component, although a clear peak was expected for the time interval around 500 ms before
is missing. Therefore, an ANOVA of the RMS values in the button press. However, the ANOVA did not yield any
the time interval around the peak of the exogenous significant effects.
component (from 200 to 100 ms before the push-button
response) was performed with factors reversal-type (ex- 3.3.2. 10 Hz (alpha)
ogenous, endogenous), topography (anterior, posterior), Fig. 7 shows the topographical distribution of the total
and hemisphere (left, right). A significant main effect of alpha activity for endogenous and exogenous changes of
reversal-type revealed larger RMS values for exogenous motion direction. A clear difference between the alpha
(68 fT) as compared to endogenous (50 fT) responses activity in the exogenous and endogenous conditions can
[F(1,9)58.17, P,0.05]. Furthermore, a significant inter- be seen in both amplitude and topography.
action of reversal-type3hemisphere [F(1,9)56.43, P, Fig. 8 shows the time course of the total alpha activity
0.05] indicated that within the time interval from 2200 to for exogenous and endogenous changes of motion direc-
2100 ms responses to endogenous reversals were larger tion relative to the button press. As can be seen, activity
Fig. 7. Topographical distribution of the grand average total alpha activity before the response in sessions 3 (exogenous, top) and session 4 (endogenous,
bottom) with baseline correction for the time interval 0–50 ms after the button press. A clear difference between the alpha activity in the exogenous and
endogenous conditions can be seen.
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Fig. 8. Grand average response-related total alpha for exogenous (session 3, thin line) and endogenous (session 4, thick line) changes of perceived motion
direction for two posterior sensors over left (A118) and right (A125) hemisphere. Button press (BP) is at 0 ms. Baselines in the time interval of button
pressing (0–50 ms) were subtracted for visualization. The vertical line (TOR) indicates the estimated time of reversal.
for the exogenous pattern reversal is increased. Of more change of stimulation was perceived. The ERF data (cf.
direct interest for the present work, the time course of the Fig. 4) suggests that visual processing of the change of
alpha activity preceding the estimated time of reversal (as stimulation is completed after approximately 250 ms
indicated by the vertical line) differs between conditions, (return to baseline of the ERFs). Thus, we chose this point
such that the alpha time course for the exogenous con- in time for the beginning of a hypothetical second process
dition oscillates around a relatively constant value until it lasting the remaining 300 ms until the button press.
drops suddenly at the estimated time point of reversal, (However, the exact choice of the point of time at which a
while the endogenous alpha activity continuously de- new process starts is not critical, as can be seen from the
creases. In order to examine these differences in the time following results.) Fitting two regression lines into the
courses statistically, we performed post-hoc time series alpha activity of the exogenous condition resulted in a
1
analyses of the alpha activity . Regression lines were fitted much better goodness-of-fit (mse50.65 fT), suggesting
to the data via linear regression and the mean squared error that, indeed, two processes are responsible for the time
(mse) was computed as an indicator of the goodness-of-fit. course of the alpha activity (bottom panel of Fig. 9).
Alpha activity was summed across all posterior sensors, as
determined from Fig. 7. In a first step, regression lines
were fitted to the complete time interval of 21000–0 ms in 4. Discussion
one step. This resulted in a good fit (mse50.35 fT) for the
endogenous condition (solid line in top panel of Fig. 9), 4.1. Behavioral results
suggesting one underlying process which decays over time.
However, for the exogenous condition (dotted line in top The rate of reversals for ambiguous patterns has been
panel of Fig. 9) this resulted in a bad fit of the data reported to vary substantially across subjects [9,46,62,63],
(mse59.24 fT). One underlying process seems not to be which was also found in the present study. However, the
sufficient to model the data—but two processes might be individual reversal rates for each subject remained rela-
appropriate. Therefore, in a second step, we tried to fit two tively constant between sessions 1 and 4, which dem-
regression lines to the alpha activity of the exogenous onstrates that the reversal rate is a reliable measure [6] as
condition (bottom panel of Fig. 9). The time point at which long as the subjects are not instructed to control the
we separated the data for separate fits was chosen accord- reversal rate voluntarily [66]. The overall mean reversal
ing to the RT data from the exogenous condition. We rate obtained in the present study (8.9 reversals /min)
assumed that a first process would remain stable until the corresponds to the mean reversal rate of so-called high-rate
switchers (8.2 reversals /min vs. 4.1 reversals /min for the
1 low-rate switchers) reported in a former study using aAn anonymous reviewer suggested this method instead of comparing
similar version of the ambiguous motion display [62].alpha between exogenous and endogenous conditions by means of an
ANOVA. Lower rates of 3 reversals /min were observed in a study
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Fig. 9. Linear regression fits of the total alpha activity for the endogenous (solid) and exogenous condition (dotted). Fitting both condition with one
regression line (top) results in a bad fit for the exogenous condition. Fitting two regression lines for the exogenous condition, however, yields good fits for
both conditions (bottom).
employing the ambiguous motion display with a 1 Hz congruent to RTs obtained with dextral button-presses in
alternation frequency of the diagonal pairs of dots which conventional oddball visual tasks [65]. In sum, although
constitute the ambiguous motion [46]. This slowing of the the button-pressing response was easier than the silent-
reversal rate can be explained by the low repetition rate (1 counting task in the exogenous sessions, these behavioral
Hz), since it is known that the reversal rate obtained with findings suggest that performance and accuracy were high
the ambiguous motion display increases with increasing across all experimental conditions.
alternation frequency of the diagonal pairs of dots [35].
Error rates were higher for the silent-counting (5.6%) 4.2. ERFs
than button-pressing (3.2%) task, indicating that maintain-
ing the accurate count is more demanding than preparation In the present study, button-press responses were
and execution of motor responses in the button-pressing inevitably required in order to signal the endogenous
task. In general, the mean error rates of both response reversals occurring with the ambiguous motion display. In
types are comparable to error rates found with other visual addition, the averaging had to be performed response-
discrimination tasks [18,19,65]. In session 3, no significant locked to the button-press as reference, because of a
RT differences between hand of response and between lacking external event in multistable perception. Voluntary
subjects were obtained, indicating that task difficulty was movements causes the occurrence of distinct movement-
similar for all subjects, and that RTs with the dominant related potentials (MRPs) in EEG and MEG recordings
(right) hand were not significantly shorter than with the [32,34]. This introduces the possibility of an overlap
non-dominant (left) hand. In fact, half of the subjects between stimulus-locked cognitive potentials like the P300
responded even slightly faster with their left hand. This and MRP components in tasks that require button-presses,
finding is not congruent with the general observation of especially in conditions when the motor response is
longer RTs for the non-dominant hand [56]. This inconsis- coincident with or close to the peak of P300 [30].
tency may be explained by a response strategy of the Therefore, we had to examine the influence of response-
subjects favoring accuracy of the response at the cost of locked averaged MRPs on the slow component following
maximum speed, such that responding as accurately as the ambiguous pattern reversal. This was performed by a
possible slowed down the RT to a level at which the usual stepwise comparison of the exogenous and endogenous
RT difference between dominant and non-dominant hands pattern reversal conditions.
disappeared. However, the overall mean RT of 550 ms is Firstly, we showed that the contribution of MRPs to
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P300-like components following exogenously generated size of the stimuli and the relatively small number of
pattern reversals with conventional stimulus-locked epochs which is limited naturally by the reversal rates of
averaging is not substantial. This could be inferred from the subjects.
the similar latency and morphology of the ERFs elicited in
session 2 (without motor response) and session 3 (with 4.3.2. 10 Hz (alpha)
motor response). Secondly, a comparison of the same Alpha activity in the human EEG can be classified into
exogenously generated component (session 3) between different types [3]. Most frequently, alpha activity is found
stimulus-locked and response-locked averaging revealed a as a spontaneous rhythm [50]. However, alpha activity can
remarkable difference of the resulting wave forms. Since also be evoked by experimental stimuli and reflects
the contribution of MRPs is the same, this difference in cognitive processes [1,2,28]. In addition, induced alpha
wave forms indicate a ‘smearing out’ of the cognitive activity, which occurs when alpha desynchronization is not
components due to RT variability which results in in- time-locked to an exogenous event, as it is the case in the
creased jittering when averaging response locked (back- endogenous condition of the present study, can still be
wards) as compared to averaging stimulus-locked (for- measured [49]. The total alpha activity reported in this
wards). Accordingly, we argue that also the morphology of study comprised evoked and induced alpha activity. Thus,
the slow component in the ambiguous pattern reversal even the endogenous condition should contribute to this
condition is caused by increased jitter due to RT variability measure.
which is inherent in response-locked averaging and not The marking difference between the total alpha activity
caused solely by MRPs that are related to the preparation in the endogenous and the exogenous condition was not
of voluntary movements. Thus, it can be concluded that only reflected in different amplitudes and topographies, but
this component reflects activity that is related to the also in different time courses. While the endogenous alpha
processing of endogenous perceptual reversals as it was activity constantly decreased over the complete interval
shown previously in EEG experiments [5,22,47]. The preceding the button press, in the exogenous condition the
occurrence of the slow component in response to both activity fluctuated around a stable level until a sharp
endogenous and exogenous pattern reversals probably decline at about 300 ms before the button press. This
indicates that the conscious recognition of a perceptual indicates that the exogenous alpha activity decreases in
change is processed similarly for endogenous and response to the externally induced pattern reversal, there-
stimulus-driven reversals. However, the amplitude of the fore reflecting a stimulus-driven process, known as event-
slow component was reduced for the endogenous reversal related desynchronization [51]. Different from that, the
in comparison to the exogenous pattern change which is decrease of the endogenous alpha activity started already
consistent with EEG findings [64]. This amplitude reduc- in the time interval before the estimated time point of
tion can be related to ‘equivocation’ or post-hoc uncertain- reversal. Such a time course is more consistent with the
ty due to a higher discrimination difficulty for the endog- assumption of a threshold value that has to be reached
enous pattern change, as known from the P300 literature before a reversal can occur. These different time courses of
[24,31]. the endogenous and exogenous alpha activities are in good
accordance with our second hypothesis of a neuro-
4.3. Oscillatory activity physiological mechanism that reflects the destabilization of
the actual percept which is specific to an endogenous
4.3.1. 40 Hz (gamma) self-generating process. Based on this interpretation of the
Even though gamma activity changes in relation to alpha findings, we propose a potential neurophysiological
spontaneous perceptual reversals were found in previous mechanism which initiates endogenous reversals during
EEG experiments on multistable perception [4], our MEG multistable perception in contrast to externally induced
results did not show significant differences of gamma pattern reversals as illustrated in Fig. 9. Our model
activity between exogenous and endogenous change of assumes that the observed alpha activity reflects visual
motion direction. According to our a priori hypothesis awareness of the perceived motion direction [58]. During
about binding-related gamma activity, we did not expect endogenous reversals, the representation of the perceived
differences between the endogenous and exogenous pattern motion direction slowly decays until a threshold is passed
reversals, which is congruent with the nearly identical and then the alternative motion direction becomes visually
topographical maps of the gamma activity for the two aware. In contrast, during exogenous reversals the per-
conditions. However, we expected an increase of gamma ceived motion direction is constantly reinforced by exter-
activity for both the endogenous and exogenous pattern nal unambiguous stimulation and does not change until the
reversals at the time of reversals indicating the binding of stimulation actually changes. Obviously, this proposed
the other perceptual alternative. Such a gamma-band mechanism is congruent with a bottom-up approach to the
increase was not found. Since binding-related gamma explanation of reversible figures [21,29,35,43,72], since
activity was found in a number of studies, the failure of the slowly decreasing alpha activity probably reflects a
this activity in the present study may be due to the small passive and automatic process which is not represented in
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